SEMIGROUPS OF NONEXPANDING MAPPINGS
A classical theorem of E. Cartan, about isometries of a simply connected, complete riemannian manifold M of negative sectional curvature, says that a group G of such isometries has a common fixed point iff there exists pelf, such that the orbit Orb Q (p) » {F(P)| FE G} is bounded in M. A modern proof of Cartan's theorem (see [2] thm. 9*2) is based on the Haar integral (for the closure of G), and a notion of barycenter for M-valued mapping. A purpose of the present note is to obtain Cartan's theorem not by using the Haar integral, but as a corollary of an elementary result on semigroups of nonexpanding mappings. In fact we shall derive a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a semigroup F of nonexpanding self-mappings of M has a common fixed point. 
Inclusion g(P)cP is obvious, henoe g(P) =» P. The right side of (2) is also P (in view of f.,(P) = P and f 2 (P) = F). Therefore ii. holds.
Let us assume that F is a commutative semigroup with bounded orbits. Then every pe M satisfies conditions i. and ii. (In particular Theorem 1 shows that F has a common fixed point). To see this note that i. holds by assumption. As for ii. we shall show that for every f^i'gCF inclusion (2) holds with g = f^2 = f 2 f 1 . Indeed, (2) follows from obvious inclusions g(P) = f^fgiP)) c f^p)
and ii. is satisfied. Let us state some properties of the manifold M whioh we shall need in the following. Sinoe M is complete ever; pair of points p,q e M can be joined by a (minimal) geodesic segment. Moreover, by the theorem of Hopf-Rinov, a subset of U is compact iff its is closed and bounded. Next, M satisfies assumptions of Hadamard's theorem (cf. [1] , thm. 13.3)» hence the exponential mapping Exp p :TMp -M is a diffeomorphism for every pell; it follows that every geodesic segment in M is uniquely determined by its end points. It is also known that Exp~1 in nonexpanding for every peM (of.
[l], thm.13.1).
2.
Proof of Theorem 1 Necessity is obvious, since, a common fixed point p satisfies i. and ii. It remains to prove sufficiency. Let us assume that pc M satisfies i. and ii. With P := Orb p (p), we define for every q e M and fc P r f (q) := inf { R > 0; f(P) cB(q,R)}.
Obviously f(P)c P, hence f(P) c B(q ,H) implies that B(jj,R) intersects P and (as a consequence) dist(q,P)<R. It follows dhat dist(q,P)$ r f (q). Since feF was arbitrary we see that r(q ) := infjr f (c ); ftp} satisfies dist(q,P)^ r(q). Let us consider M u {»}, the Alexandrov compactification of !w. Since P is bounded (by i. ) it follows that lim dist(q,P) = » ; this implies that lim r(q) = «>.
q -»oo q -» oo Denote r* := inf{r(a); qe m}. Let us chose a sequence q fi e M, n = 1,2,... such that lim r(q ) = r*. n -»oo Since r(q) becomae infinite at infinity, the sequenoe q Q must be bounded, and we may assume with no loss of generality that q Q oonverges to some q Q e M. We shall show that q Q is a common fixed point for P, by proving that Prom (4) follows that r f (q )<r*+2e, hence r(q )<r*+2e. n Since e was arbitrary we have r(q Q )< r*. This obviously implies r(q Q ) = r*, as claimed.
Ad b). It suffices to show that r(f(q o ))<r*. Take any e> 0. Sinoe r(q Q ) » r* (by (a)), there exists he P, such that h(?) cB(q Q ,r*+e). By assumption f e P is nonexpakding, therefore (fh)(P) cf(B(q 0 ,r* + e) cB(f(q 0 ),r* + e).
Xhis shows that r fh (f(q 0 )) $r*+c, hence r(f(q Q ))* r*+e. Since e was arbitrary it follows that r(f(q )) £r*, as claimed. It remains to oonsider the oaee when r*> 0* Take any e> Oj there exist f^fgSP, each that f^P) c B(q lt r*+e). Take gei suoh that (2) holds; It follows that- (5) g{P) cB(q 1f r*+e) nB(q 2 , r*+c).
Ad c). Let us consider first
Denote by q" the midpoint of the (minimal) geodesic segment which joins q 1 and q 2 { the length of this segment will bis denoted by 2m. Let q be an arbitrary point in the right side of (5). Diffeomorphism Exp" 1 : M-• TM_ maps points q.* ,q« ,qo,q q* q* * i <• in M respectively onto points 0, , v ? , v in TM , see Fig.1 .
Pig. 1
On an arbitrary Riemannian manifold the exponential mapping maps the segments of rays emanating from the origin onto geodesic segments of the same length. Therefore Since B*p~1 s M TM n is nonexpanding it follows that
In view of (6), (7) By the definition of q the right side is not greater then (r*+e) 2 -m 2 . Therefore q c B(q # , V(r*+e) 2 -m 2 ) for all q in the right side of (5). Hence (5) yields g(P) cB( qjf ,l/(r* + e) 2 -in 2 ).
Consequently r (q )<V^(r*+ e) 2 -m 2 , hence o * P(q») i V(r*+e) 2 -m 2 .
For sufficiently small e , 1|he right side is smaller then r* f contradicting the definition of r*. Therefore (o) holds and the proof of Theorem 1 is oomplete.
